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ZWCAD 2022 SP1 Beta Release Notes 

Overview 

ZWCAD 2022 SP1 Beta has the following new features and improvements: 

New Features Description 

ArcGIS Module 
ArcGIS module allows you to insert a map based on a self-

assigned projected coordinate system 

 

Improvements Description 

New branch options 

for “-HATCH” 
Add “hatch color” and “layer” branch feature 

Optimization for 

“Hatch” module 

Optimized hatch module and fixed some compatibility 

problems  

Enhancement of 

snap and tracking 

Improve snap efficiency of DWG, PDF and other external 

reference drawings. 

Bugs fixed for “Plot” 

module 
Fix problems caused by restructure of plot module 
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New Features 

This section expounds the new features in this release. 

ArcGIS Module 

We all know the earth is an ellipsoid. When it comes to a map, from 3D to 2D, there 

could always be some unexpected distortions. ArcGIS module allows you to insert 

a map based on a self-assigned projected coordinate system so that you can 

minimize those distortions and get a more accurate display. 

 

Figure 1. The map of Hubei, China with WGS 1984 Web Mercator Auxiliary Sphere assigned 

 

Figure 2. The map of Hubei, China with Xian 1980 3 Degree GK CM 114E assigned 
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With ArcGIS module, you can assign a coordinate system in many ways. The 

Assign-Coordinate-System feature allows you to specify a coordinate system to the 

current drawing before you insert a certain map. The Add-Data feature 

automatically assigns the default coordinate system, WGS 1984 Web Mercator 

Auxiliary Sphere, to the current drawing while the map is inserted. The Add-Data-

by-URL applies the coordinate system from the feature layer to be added to the 

current drawing. 

 

Figure 3. Ways to assign a coordinate system in ArcGIS module 

After a coordinate system is assigned in the current drawing, you can go into its 

details by checking out the List-Coordinate-System feature. 

 

Figure 4. List-Coordinate-System feature 

The GIS Contents palette is here for you to know what feature layers are included 

in the current drawing. Besides, you can find more tools for editing those feature 

layers from the right-click menu. 
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Figure 5. The GIS Contents palette and the right-click menu 

The Extract function in the right-click menu will come in handy when you need to 

save feature layers, like an inserted map, and use them in other CAD software 

without ArcGIS module. The Extract function will extract feature layers in/within 

sight as a raster image which you can share across by all means. 

If you just need to save feature layers for further editing in ZWCAD 2022 SP1, you 

can directly save it as a DWG file. 

There are a few functions you may be interested in and they will be more robust 

in the upcoming versions. 

Project area: Define a zone. Entities inside will be updated while those outsides 

won’t. 

Zoom: Zoom the view to the defined project area. 

Import Schema: Import feature layers from other existing DWG drawings. 

Identify Feature: View detailed attributes of the selected feature. 

Convert Coordinate System: Convert the drawing from the current coordinate 

system to a newly defined one and save the conversion as a new copy. 
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Improvements 

New branch options for command “-HATCH” 

2 new options have been added in the branch menu when executing command “-

HATCH” 

 

Figure 6. 2 new options have been added 

Continue to input “CO”, select “hatch COlor” and information show as: 

 

Figure 7. Select Truecolor or CO1orbook to set default hatch color 

The default is “BYLAYER”, user could choose truecolor or colorbook to set default 

color for the being created hatch object. 

Continue to input “LA”, select “Layer” and information show as: 

 

Figure 8. default is use current layer 

The default is “Use Current”, user could input layer name manually. The hatch will 

be created on specified layer. 

Optimization for “Hatch” module 

ZWCAD 2022 SP1 has carried out a round of optimization work on the hatch 

module, as shown below: 

 Increase speed of opening “Hatch” dialog 

 Increase speed of opening drawing with a large number of hatch objects. 

 Efficiency improved when creating complicated hatch objects. 

 Increase hatch object compatibility, hatch created in ZWCAD can be opened 

correctly in other CAD software.  

Enhancement of snap and tracking 

In previous version, failure of snapping, inaccuracy of snapping occasionally 

happened in specified drawing. ZWCAD 2022 SP1 fix such problems, the 
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performance is as follows: 

 Efficiency of snap have been improved for large size of PDF underlay. When 

place the cursor on object, the snap point can be correctly seized. 

 Efficiency of snap have been improved for DWG, DWF external reference, in 

some special cases, the snap point only will appear after place cursor on object 

for about 1 second. Now the snap point will appear immediately. 

 When turn on the polar tracking and set increment angle, auxiliary line of 

polar tracking will come out when cursor moves at an increment angle 

Bugs fixed for “Plot” module 

We fix some bugs in plot module: 

 When plotting objects with thickness, the value of thickness lost. 

 Plot OLE objects with PCL plotter, the output result is incorrect. 

 The output result is incorrect when using DWF plotter, raster plotter, physical 

printer to plot drawing with clipped viewport. 


